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EID-KABIR 2022 

 

WISHING YOU 

AND YOUR 

FAMILY A 

HAPPY 

CELEBRATION 

OF EID KABIR 

2022. FROM ALL 

OF US AT DBI. 
Engr. Prof. Mohammed Ajiya, fhea, fnse, 

fneee 
President/CEO, Digital Bridge Institute  

EVC, Nigerian Communication Commission Prof. Umar 
Garba Danbatta and President/CEO Prof. Mohammed Ajiya 
during a wedding ceremony, they both wished staff of the 
Commission and lnstitute well, and prayed for the nation 

for transformative leadership. 

DBI PRESIDENT PARTICIPATES AT CISCO SAFARI INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 2022 

As one of the foremost Institutions in Information Communication Technology 
in the country, the President/CEO, Digital Bridge Institute (DBI), Prof. 
Mohammed Ajiya was on Tuesday, 28th June, 2022 participate at the ANNUAL 
CISCO SAFARI INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 2022. The Conference, 
which took place at Communication and Digital Economy Complex, Mbora, 
Abuja, was put together by the National Information Technology Development 
Agency (NITDA). The DBI President was therefore invited as a Guest of Honour 
to the conference with the theme: "Digital Skills in the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution: Impact on National Development ". In his Goodwill message,  Engr. 
Prof Mohammed Ajiya, heaped praises on the convener of the event for their 
contributions to the National Development in the area of lCT. He highlighted the 
importance of lCT to all aspect of life in the modern world. Stressing further, he 
pointed out that the DBI as a training lnstitute was established by the Nigerian 
Communications Commission (NCC) is focussed on capacity building and 
manpower development for both government and private organizations 
especially in the evolving areas of lCT, Telecoms and general skills 
development for self-sustenance. DBI's CEO informed of the NCC's intervention 
in the empowerment of Nigerians on digital literacy through the Advanced Digital 
Appreciation Programme for Tertiary Institutions (ADAPTI) which has led to the 
empowerment of over 90,000 staff of tertiary institutions in the country.  He 
appreciated the support of the NCC under the able leadership of Prof.  U.G 
Danbatta the Executive Vice Chairman/CEO. In the same vein, Prof Ajiya 
commended the strategic effort of the Hon. Minister of Digital Economy and 
communications Prof. Isa Ali Ibrahim Pantami who is leading initiatives towards 
enabling a self- sustaining lCT sector through impactful policy direction. He 
described the Hon. Minister as a workaholic,  who compulsively work hard for 
the upliftment and growth of Digital Economy in Nigeria. Also speaking,  the 
Hon. Minister of Digital Economy and communications Prof.  Isa Ali Ibrahim 
Pantami who was the Keynote Speaker at the occasion,  noted that "we are 
championing a paradigm shift in the country leveraging on Technology to give 
preference and priority to proven skills over paper qualifications, particularly 
Digital skills. He urged CISCO to "establish training academies across Nigeria 
especially underserved  areas in order to empower citizen with the requisite 
skills require to maintain global relevance." Finally, he pointed out that with the 
advent of 4G revolution,  virtual reality has eclipsed physical reality. The 
conference exemplified NITDA' s strategic alliances with the private sector and 
corporate bodies for the actualisation of Nigeria's  Digital Economy and IT 
vision. The DBI President was accompanied by the  Group Head,  Research,  
lnnovation and Consultancy Mr. Paulinus Ugwoke,  Head, Public Affairs Unit, 
Mr Akin Ogunlade,  and Temidayo Babansulaimon respectively. 

 
Prof. Mohammed Ajiya sitting at the extreme right,  listening with rapt attention during the Minister's  address at 

the occasion. 
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THE ROLE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN NIGERIA: A CASE STUDY ON CONVERGENT NEWS CUM CONVENTIONAL NEWS. 
Social media is becoming increasingly important in people’s daily lives. These virtual spaces are now regularly used as a tool for information dissemination. However, using social media to consume 
information can affect the ethical decision-making process. This compares the influence of two online media dissemination formats – an online news article and social media discussion thread – on 
individuals’ ethical perceptions and decisions. This indicates that social media usage has an effect on perceptions of social consensus, problem recognition, and ethical sensemaking. Overall, Social 
media is shown to inhibit ethical decision-making when used as an information dissemination tool. 
Thus, Fake news in other words can be seen as  information disorder. Fake news  makes the truth hard to find, and can also be one of the leading sources of danger to personal security, society and 
even structured institutions. What Is Fake News? 
Superficially speaking, fake news is a false narrative that is published and promoted as if it were true. Historically, fake news was usually propaganda put out by those in power to create a certain 
belief or support a certain position, even if it was completely false. Types of False Information: There are differing opinions when it comes to identifying types of false information. However, when it 
comes to evaluating content online there are various types of false or misleading news we need to be aware of. These include: 
 

1. Propaganda Stories that are created to deliberately mislead audiences, promote a biased point of view or particular political cause or agenda. 
2. Clickbait: These are stories that are deliberately fabricated to gain more website visitors and increase advertising revenue for websites. Clickbait stories use sensationalist headlines to grab 

attention and drive click-throughs to the publisher website, normally at the expense of truth or accuracy. 
3. Satire/Parod Lots of websites and social media accounts publish fake news stories for entertainment and parody. For example; The Onion, Waterford Whispers, The Daily Mash, etc. 
4. Sloppy Journalism: Periodically, reporters or journalists may publish a story with unreliable information or without checking all of the facts which can mislead audiences. For example, during 

the U.S. elections, fashion retailer Urban Outfitters published an Election Day Guide, the guide contained incorrect information telling voters that they needed a ‘voter registration card’. This 
is not required by any state in the U.S. for voting.  

5. Misleading Headings Stories that are not completely false can be distorted using misleading or sensationalist headlines. These types of news can spread quickly on social media sites where 
only headlines and small snippets of the full article are displayed on audience newsfeeds.  

6. Biased/Slanted News: Many people are drawn to news or stories that confirm their own beliefs or biases and fake news can prey on these biases. Social media news feeds tend to display 
news and articles that they think we will like based on our personalised searches. 

It is worthy of acknowledgement that Social media has now created an environment where anyone with an agenda can publish falsehoods as if they were truths. People can be paid to post fake news 
on behalf of someone else or automated programs, often called bots, can publish auto-generated fake news. The motivations as to why people create and distribute fake news are as sundry as there 
are individual opinions. Lots of things you read online especially in your social media feeds may appear to be true, often is not. False information is news, stories or hoaxes created to deliberately 
misinform or deceive readers. Usually, these stories are created to either influence people’s views, push a political agenda or cause confusion and can often be a profitable business for online 
publishers. False information can deceive people by looking like trusted websites or using similar names and web addresses to reputable news organisations. According to Martina Chapman (Media 
Literacy Expert), there are three elements to fake news; ‘Mistrust, misinformation and manipulation’. The Rise of False Information is not new, however it has become a hot topic since 2017. 
Traditionally we got our news from trusted sources, journalists and media outlets that are required to follow strict codes of practice. However, the internet has enabled a whole new way to publish, 
share and consume information and news with very little regulation or editorial standards. Many people now get news from social media sites and networks and often it can be difficult to tell whether 
stories are credible or not. Information overload and a general lack of understanding about how the internet works by people has also contributed to an increase in fake news or hoax stories. Social 
media sites can play a big part in increasing the reach of these type of stories. The False Information Business Model. The internet and social media have made it very easy for anyone to publish 
content on a website, blog or social media profile and potentially reach large audiences. With so many people now getting news from social media sites, many content creators/publishers have used 
this to their advantage. False information can be a profitable business, generating large sums of advertising revenue for publishers who create and publish stories that go viral. The more clicks a story 
gets, the more money online publishers make through advertising revenue and for many publishers social media is an ideal platform to share content and drive web traffic. False Information, Social 
Media, and the Filter Bubble. In a recent article on media literacy, Hugh Linehan noted; “Media is no longer passively consumed – it’s created, shared, liked, commented on, attacked and defended 
in all sorts of different ways by hundreds of millions of people. And the algorithms used by the most powerful tech companies – Google and Facebook in particular – are brilliantly designed to 
personalise and tailor these services to each user’s profile.” When we go online or login to a social network we are generally presented with news, articles and content based on our own searches 
online. This type of content tends to reflect our own likes, views and beliefs and therefore isolating us from differing views and opinions. This is often referred to as a filter bubble. Thus, the need to 
know How to spot False Information. There are a number of things to watch out for when evaluating content online. Take a closer look Check the source of the story, do you recognise the website? 
Is it a credible/reliable source? If you are unfamiliar with the site, look in the about section or find out more information about the author. Look beyond the headline. Check the entire article, many fake 
news stories use sensationalist or shocking headlines to grab attention. Often the headlines of fake new stories are in all caps and use exclamation points. Check other sources, Are other reputable 
news/media outlets reporting on the story? Are there any sources in the story? If so, check they are reliable or if they even exist! Check the facts, Stories with false information often contain incorrect 
dates or altered timelines. It is also a good idea to check when the article was published, is it current or an old news story? Check your biases Are your own views or beliefs affecting your judgement 
of a news feature or report? Is it a joke? Satirical sites are popular online and sometimes it is not always clear whether a story is just a joke or parody… Check the website, is it known for satire or 
creating funny stories? Once these are critically scouted for, the harm of fske news on individuals and organizations could be curtailed. We should also acknowledge the fact that, fake news is a 
broad term that encapsulates a few key ideas. Breaking the concept into specific terms helps us understand how it operates and causes harm. Claire Wardle, Ph.D. and Hossein Derakhshan reframe 
fake news as information disorder, a spectrum that ranges from falseness to intent to harm. Wardle and Derakhshan use a Venn diagram to explain information disorder as having three parts, 
including: Misinformation: Some spread false information without the intent to spread harm. People spreading misinformation believe it to be true before sharing it with others. Disinformation: People 
may spread information to cause harm or manipulate people. Disinformation describes actual lies that people tell for money, influence or to cause disorder. Malinformation: Information that may be 
true but is spread with malicious intent or taken out of context. Examples include divulging private information or manipulating facts to fit a false narrative. This then means the danger of fake news 
cant be over emphasized even though some examples of fake news seem innocent or just an attempt at fun, a lot of fake news can be damaging, malicious and even dangerous. Malinformation’s 
dangers are blatant. For example, publishing a person’s private address can put them at risk of physical danger. However, the potential dangers of misinformation and disinformation are more subtle. 
Misinformation and disinformation can also pose cyber security concerns. Fake news articles can be entry points for hackers attempting to steal your information. Understanding the risk of fake news 
and learning to recognize it is a way to practice identity management and protect your data. A cyber breach can compromise your virtual banking accounts, so look out for fake news to grow your 
financial IQ and establish fiscal security. How to Spot Fake News So how do you protect yourself from fake news? The most effective way is to only trust something once you can verify it. In today’s 
fast-paced world of social media, fake news surrounds us every day. If you are not careful, you run the risk of believing and acting upon it. Take the time to follow these basic steps to help ensure 
you make informed decisions based on facts. Consider the Source: Think about the actual source of the news. A local blog will not be as trustworthy as a major academic journal. What does the 
source stand for? What are their objectives? Supporting Sources: Look at the sources cited in the article. Are they themselves credible? Do they even exist? Multiple Sources: Don’t just rely on a 
single article. The more you read from various sources, the more likely you can draw accurate conclusions. Also consider diverse sources and perspectives, for example, news from different countries 
or authors with different backgrounds. Check the Author: Who is the author? Research them to see if they are a credible author, their reputation in the community, whether they have a specific 
agenda, or if the person posting is a real person. Are they authoring within their field of expertise? Check the Date: Ensure the publication date is recent and not just an older story rehashed. 
Comments: Even if the article, video, or post is legitimate, be careful of comments posted in response. Quite often links or comments posted in response can be auto-generated by bots or by people 
hired to put out bad, confusing, or false information. Check Your Biases: Be objective. Could your own biases influence your response to the article? A problem that we humans often run into is that 
we only read sources that simply confirm what we already believe in. Challenge yourself by reading other sources you normally would not review. Check the Funding: Even legitimate publications 
have sponsors and advertisers who can influence an article or source. Check if someone funded the article and if so, find out who paid for it. Repost carefully: Fake news relies on believers to repost, 
retweet, or otherwise forward false information. If you’re uncertain as to the authenticity of an article, think twice or hold off on sharing it with others. What to Do When You Encounter Fake News 
Misinformation, disinformation and malinformation are prevalent in online circles, so how should we respond? The most frustrating part about fake news is that it’s hard for one person to do anything 
about it. In many cases, an article with false or harmful information has done its damage by the time you see it. The best you can do is learn to recognize fake news so that it doesn’t fool you or 
compromise your security. Promoting online media literacy in your personal and professional lives is also important.  
When you see fake news, consider blocking the website or source spreading misinformation or malicious fake articles so that you don’t see them in the future. If you see a friend or loved one share 
a fake news article, politely let them know. Navigating information disorder is tricky — the offender may double down if you approach them with hostility. The best way forward is always a civil 
conversation. The people in your life likely have good intentions, even when sharing fake news. - Akinwemimo Ogunlade 
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SIM CARD CLONING: A THREAT TO RECKON WITH 

It is no longer the personal computer, the most commonly used 
computing device is the mobile phone. A 2021 report from finance.com 
with a similar finding from statistica.com and worldpopulationreview.com 
shows that there are over 6.5 billion mobile devices worldwide. Compare 
this with the population of the world as at 2021, a staggering 7.7 billion. 
In Nigeria, with an estimated population size of around 217 million, there 
are over 167 million smart/mobile phones actively used within the most 
populous African Nation. This statistics, alone, represents about 78 
percent of the country's population size. This fabulous piece of 
technology, the most utilized so far in the technology ecosystem has 
revolutionized not only communication but also our day - to - day 
business and social transactions - making all these possible within a click. 
Studies suggest that an average person spend 5 hours a day - about a 
third of the time the average person is awake on their cell phone carrying 
out important transactions most of which are financial or data reated and 
along with such transactions and communication are sensitive 
information. It is no wonder attackers are targeting the mobile phone 
users. According to Endpoint (securityintellince.com), tech users are 
concerned about the rate of subscriber identification module (SIM) 
swapping and SIM cloning attacks.  
The infamaous TrickBot Malware/Trojan adding a feature that supports SIM - swap/cloning fraud and  reports of individuals (including CEOs/CFOs) falling victim to SIM swapping/cloning scams is 
drawing an increasing attention to these threats. SIM cloning and SIM swapping are methods by which a third party can attempt to compromise a mobile phone. It aims to duplicate its subscriber 
identification module (SIM) card. SIM cards, which are smart cards inserted into a phone for the purposes of identifying it on a cellular network, store data and help identify and serve the subscriber 
who owns the device. *Why is my SIM Card so Important?* Once a SIM is swapped or cloned, criminals can potentially gain access to the victim’s account information, financial information and 
personally identifiable information (PII). With many sensitive accounts and service providers including banking applications suggesting their users and customers activate  Multi-Factor or Two-
Factor- Authentication, MFA/2FA and (the service providers) opting to use SMS messages or call as a second factor of authentication to their online accounts, SIM cards have become a critical 
point for cyber criminals to prey on. By gaining access to their target’s SIM card, the cybercriminals can take over those codes and use them to impersonate the victim, log in to their accounts and 
perform transactions in their name. Just as you would insert your SIM into your mobile phone device, anyone with access to your SIM  can be able to connect to your phone number and receive all 
the services you would receive from your mobile carrier. These include receiving your phone calls and SMS messages. The attacker can also be able to access one's banking and social media 
account/applications/platforms. Using the right tools, these attacks are mostly asymptomatic as end-user will not notice any symptoms until when the damage is long done. Victims are often left out 
of pocket or left to discover that all their accounts have been taken over by a cybercriminal. This article takes a closer look at SIM-based attacks — more especially, SIM cloning. 
*SIM Cloning* 
Kaspersky (via kaspersky.com) and Fraud.net defines SIM cloning as a method through which an original SIM card is reproduced thereby transporting the original SIM card's classifying/identifying 
information onto a separate (secondary) SIM card. With sucessful cloning of the SIM card, the secondary card can then be used in a separate phone with the calls and related charges credited to 
the original SIM card. According to an IBM security research SIM cloning procedure involves the use of smart card copying software to stealthily carryout the actual duplication of the SIM card, 
thereby enabling access to the victim’s international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) and master encryption key. Having completed the production of the secondary SIM,  the threat actor inserts 
the card into a device they control. This follows with the attacker contacting the victim with a seemingly innocuous text message asking them to restart their phone.  
Once the victim’s phone is powered off, the threat actor starts their own phone -  making sure they do so before the victims restarts their's. This process initiates a successful clone and an account 
takeover. Once the victim restarts their phone, the attack is complete, and the attacker will have successfully taken over the victim’s SIM and phone number. Threat actors could also use a  cloned 
SIM card to change the password on any account connected with the mobile number contained in the SIM card.  These include social media, email and other accounts on the net. Calls and text 
messages destined to a hijacked number can also be rerouted by these cybercriminals to their personal devices. This create further scams opportunities to extort the victim’s contact. 
SIM cloning attacks are covert and asymptomatic in nature. They are often challenging to detect. However, experts have suggested some proactive measures organizations and individuals can 
take to help mitigates SIM-based frauds. 
1. Individuals and organisations can add/activate a SIM personal identification n code otherwise known as PIN code. PIN code is often implemented the prepaid SIM card you purchased from 

Mobile Network Operators, MNOs. It comes by default of numbers of usually 0000 or 1234 which you will need to change once activated. Much like your phone's lock screen,  a PIN code, a 
SIM PIN code is a way to make sure nobody can use your SIM card without knowing the correct code. 

2. While enforcing security rules, organizations can educate and train staff and users about these threats and their security implications. Training can be accessed from various ICT institutions 
and platforms. Digital Bridge Institute offers intensive courses on ICT and Cybersecurity in all its campuses accross the six geapolitical zones in Nigeria.  

In a BYOD (bring your own device) environments which is common in today's business premises, organizations should watch out for intrusions through BYOD vectors. Users should be required to 
install a company-approved  security software on their device — such as mobile antivirus, a data protection application and a second-factor authentication generator — before connecting to the 
network. 
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ICT: DBI TO TRAIN HIGH PROFILE GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, MINISTRIES, AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS 

In its quest to ensure adequate and continuous supply of well skilled manpower across all sectors of the nation’s economy, the Digital Bridge Institute (DBI) has prioritized “general and 
customized” training of the workforce in high profile government institutions, agencies, parastatals and the ministries, as well as in the private establishment; in the area of Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT). As a nation, Nigeria has already keyed into the next global industrial revolution with the recent approval of Fifth Generation Networks (5G) for Nigeria’s Digital 
Economy, by the Federal Executive Council (FEC) and its launch by the Federal Government. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is very key to all human existence, and the 5G 
network will, definitely be the driving force behind the next global industrial revolution. According to the President/CEO, Digital Bridge Institute (DBI), Prof. Mohammed Ajiya, Nigeria, the most 
populous black African nation in the world cannot and must not be left behind; and this can only be achieved by training and re-training of Nigerians, especially the workforce in all sectors and 
spheres of life. The National Policy on 5G Networks was approved by the FEC on the September 8, 2021 after series of trials and stakeholder engagements that addressed 
the issue of likely health risks. On Tuesday 25 January 2022 the Federal government launched the National Policy on 5G network for Nigeria’s Digital Economy. The Minister of Communications 
and Digital Economy, Prof. Isa Ali Pantami, who represented President Mohammadu Buhari, at the launch, said that the deployment of fifth generation (5G) network, “will play a vital role in 
improving the security situation in the country”. Besides, he stated that the  “5G network is a viable platform for security institutions to leverage on, in tackling the security challenges that have 
bedeviled the country, by harnessing the potential of digital technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR), Robotics etc. which explore real-time 
information for maximum efficiency.” Also, the minister disclosed that the “5G Network will enhance transparency and economic development as its potential for job creation is unprecedented.”  
Following the approval of 5G by FEC last year, the Nigerian Communications Commission (NCC) auctioned the 3.5GHz licenses on December 13, 2021, and  MTN Nigeria and Mafab 
Communications emerged winners. Realizing the need for efficiency in deploying the relatively new network and ensure its effective usage. The DBI, which is the only training institute established 
by the NCC, said it has further prioritized its activities and training programme, to enhance better performance in all areas and sectors of the economy. Prof. Ajiya, the President of DBI said the 
institute would further re-focus its attention to the training of all cadres of Nigerian workforce, with an intent to build a highly skill and enterprising workers in all sectors. Specifically, the training is 
targeted at workers in the government Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs), the security operatives (security agencies) and those in the private establishment. Against this background 
the institute started the Year 2022 with a training of Federal Ministry of Health workers on: “Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN),” and a training for the Directorate of Road Traffic 
Services, VIO officers, on: “Statistical Packages for the Social Sciences (SPSS).” Also holding early February is a training for the directors of the National Intelligence Agencies. Many of the 
nation’s security agencies are already finalizing their partnership with the DBI for the training of their officers; and among these are the Nigeria Security and Civil Defence Corps (NCDC), the 
Federal Road Safety Corps (FRSC) and the ICPC. Also in line are the Nigerian Army, Navy and the Air Force. 

DIGITAL BRIDGE INSTITUTE LAGOS LEARNING CENTRE COMMENCES 2022 ICT SUMMER BOOTCAMP 
The Lagos Learning Centre of the Digital Bridge Institute is set to commence its annual ICT 
Summer Holiday Boot-camp for the year 2022, it promises to be a great time of  impactful 
Learning and team bonding experience for the young once during the long vacation.  Apart from 
the hands-on oriented ICT classes, there will also be team bonding activities such as: 

• Outdoor games 

• Thinking outside the box 

• Verbal and non verbal communication. 

• Presentation skills.  

• Team spirit.  

• Self esteem.  

• Making Friends and being a good friend, showing empathy and lots more. 
This years Summer Boot-camp promises to be more impactful as the participants from the last 
years event are eager to come back to partake in this year's Summer Bootcamp. 
The Programme would commence from August 8-19 2022 at 9am Daily. 
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